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EVV Claims Billing

Q) What is the date that Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) and Texas Medicaid & Healthcare Partnership (TMHP) will deny claims that have a clock in or clock out time missing? What codes will no longer be available?

A) Beginning Sept. 1, 2019, a current program provider’s claim for EVV-related services will be denied if it does not match critical data elements on an associated EVV visit. Before a visit is accepted by the EVV Aggregator, the program provider must have confirmed the visit or completed visit maintenance before visit data is exported and matched with the EVV claim in the EVV Aggregator. More information about matching critical data elements will be posted soon.

Q) What can you tell us about transitions going back to 15-minute increment billing? Last we heard it was set for Feb. 1, 2019, but the MCOs have said they are waiting on the Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) to release the final rule. This will make billing records match up with the EVV records, and we are hoping for less denials.

A) The final STAR+PLUS bill code changes to update some units to 15-minute increments will become effective Sept. 1, 2019. Please see the STAR+PLUS Long-Term Services and Supports Bill Code Matrix changes for more information.

Q) Will this replace or combine the claims filing process?

A) EVV visit transactions will be verified as part of the EVV claims adjudication process and the claims filing process will have minimal changes.

Q) Will CDS use 15-minute increments for billing?

A) Current CDS billing guidelines and units will not be changed.

Q) How does this affect CARE? (PAS HAB/Respite)

A) Programs and services that utilize the Texas Intellectual Disability Client Assignment and Registration (ID CARE) system will continue normal
operations at this time. EVV claims will be matched to visit data in the EVV Aggregator during the EVV claims adjudication process.

Q) Why are some claim payments recouped, stating there are no EVV records, when we have the records? We have had thousands of dollars recouped and have opened projects, but the insurance company will not stop recouping and denying old 2016 and 2017 claims. What can we do to stop the insurance companies from recouping our payments?

A) MCO providers who have appeal rights or MCO EVV recoupment complaints with their MCOs should email HHSC at HPM_Coaliments@hhsc.state.tx.us.

Q) If a duplicate visit was submitted to a payer in error (e.g., auto-linked two visits for one day) and the agency negative billed to correct the error, can the visit be unlocked and corrected by the MCO after 90 days?

A) Contact your MCO regarding this question. A program provider should be pulling reports on a regular basis to ensure compliance.

Q) How do we get MCOs to authorize providers to re-export visits that need to be corrected, so visits do not get denied during billing?

A) The program provider must fill out the Open Visit Maintenance Request spreadsheet and submit it to the payer listed on the visit. It is at the MCO’s discretion to approve or deny a request to open visit maintenance.

Access EVV Unlocking Visit Maintenance training to learn more.

Q) We are unable to pull information for some MCO clients through TMHP’s Medicaid Eligibility and Service Authorization Verification (MESAV) system. How do we submit claims through TMHP for these MCO individuals?

A) Contact TMHP at 1-800-925-9126 for assistance.

Q) Should we create a new provider profile for each MCO vendor, or do we use our current TMHP profile to submit claims for MCO client claims starting September 1, 2019?

A) Contact TMHP at 1-800-925-9126 for assistance.
Q) Will the Vesta biller be updated to submit MCO billing through TMHP?

A) Contact DataLogic for specifics on using Vesta billing.

Q) We have an MCO that is rejecting payments whenever we have zero hours because a client does not want services. The MCO is trying to fix it, but we are concerned that if we do not show an explanation, we will have issues with licensing. Is this true?

A) Reach out to your licensor for licensing questions.
Clocking In and Clocking Out

Q) How will the attendant clock in from the client’s home?
A) There are three methods to clock in and clock out, including the use of an EVV mobile application, home phone landline, or an alternative device. More information is available on the HHSC EVV website under “How Does EVV Work?”

Q) Is it member driven for the type of device used? Can you use all three types, depending on the attendant?
A) Current policy states that only one device type can be used per member. However, the future possibility of allowing the use of multiple devices per member is being considered.

Q) What action can be taken when agencies have to chase attendants to clock in/out after seven to 10 days?
A) Program providers are responsible for ensuring their attendants are clocking in and out of the EVV system appropriately. The compliance policy for attendants is determined by the program provider.

Q) If the provider is scheduled to work 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., but clocked-out at 10:00 p.m., do we put a comment that the personal care attendant worked from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., and use the 700 downward adjustment with a code of 100?
A) You would use the non-preferred reason code for the attendant’s failure to clock out and adjust the pay hours to what was actually worked and billed for.

Q) If an attendant didn't call in the correct code, can they give the code to the provider and have the provider enter it manually?
A) Yes, the program provider can manually enter alternative device codes within seven days.

Q) If an attendant does not call in EVV codes for several days and the agency cannot contact the attendant or client after seven days, can we not pay them since we are unable to verify if they actually worked?
A) Refer this situation to your Texas Workforce Commission representative or Department of Labor regarding employee pay questions.

Q) If a caregiver clocks in at 8:02 a.m. and clocks out at 10:01 a.m., (scheduled time is 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.), is this a valid reason to not auto-link? Should we choose the schedule variation code instead?
A) If you feel that a visit should have auto-linked but did not, contact the EVV vendor as there may be other reasons why a visit did not auto-link.

Q) What if the attendant clocks in, but doesn’t clock out? Is there another reason code that can be used instead of Failure to Clock Out so the company can stay in compliance?
A) No, you must use the most appropriate reason code when the attendant failed to clock out. If you misuse reason codes, those visits are subject to recoupment.

Q) If an attendant claims that EVV codes are unable to be verified for several days, but only for the clock in time, could this be a device issue or an attendant issue? We have tested the system and it shows it actually works but the attendant keeps saying codes are invalid. What can we do to correct this issue?
A) Reach out to DataLogic and your payer.

Q) What is the best way to address an attendant that does not clock out, and the client claims they are together. Is it okay to credit her zero when it becomes a habit?
A) It is the program provider’s responsibility to train their staff on the requirement to use EVV. If the program provider is having issues with the member and EVV, the program provider may reach out to the member’s case manager/service coordinator and request an Interdisciplinary Team Meeting (IDT). The contracted agency may suggest the use of the EVV mobile application, which notifies the attendant when it’s time to clock out.

Q) Can the attendant use the client’s mobile to clock in or clock out?
A) Only if the client is a CDS employer.
Q) Will the system allow attendants to clock in or clock out after seven days?

A) Alternative device values for clocking in or clocking out are only valid for seven days. After the seven days, the program provider must manually enter the visit into the EVV system and use the most appropriate non-preferred EVV reason code, including free text requirements. Manually entered visits may negatively affect your EVV Provider Compliance Score.
Alternative Device

Q) What happens if a member refuses to have an alternative device installed in their home?

A) If there is no other option available for clocking in and out of the EVV system, reach out to your case manager/service coordinator and request an Interdisciplinary Team Meeting (IDT) or Supportive Palliative Care (SPC) meeting. All members will receive notification that EVV is required.

Q) How long can a client go without an alternative device?

A) An alternative device should be ordered and placed in the home as soon as possible. Upon determining that a client needs an alternative device, the program provider has 14 calendar days to order an alternative device from the EVV vendor.

Q) Can the token/alternative device travel with the attendant while they are shopping?

A) Current policy states that the token/alternative device cannot be removed from the member’s home.

Q) Can the alternative device be in the garage? It takes 10 minutes to set the burglar alarm, lock the house, and buckle the child into the ramped van. Could you then sign out and close the garage door?

A) The placement of the device is up to the individual receiving services; but should be easily accessible to the attendant.

Q) How do we deal with attendants whose vision is impaired and are unable to enter token/alternative device information correctly?

A) There are two other options attendants can use for clock in and clock out: an EVV mobile application and a home phone landline. The EVV vendor will provide options.

Q) How are attendants supposed to clock in and out when doing a shopping task if the token/alternative device is installed at the client’s home?
A) The attendant will document clock in and clock out times on paper, and then the program provider will have to perform visit maintenance to enter that time into the EVV system with the appropriate reason code.

Q) Does the token have to be tied down with the zip tie?
A) No, this policy has been changed, however, the token must remain in the home.

Q) If the alternative device does not have to be tied down, can the attendant take the device with them when providing services out of the home.
A) No, the alternative device must remain in the home at all times.
EVV Mobile Application

Q) What is the EVV mobile application and how is it used?
A) Each EVV vendor will provide an EVV mobile application to be used with a smartphone or tablet. This will be used in lieu of a landline and will capture attendant clock in and clock out times as well as location of the clock in and clock out. This information is sent to the EVV vendor system to create the visit transaction. The mobile application only documents location at the time of clock in and the time of clock out.

Q) Can the attendant use a member’s smartphone to clock in or clock out of the EVV system?
A) Not under the current policy for the traditional agency model. This is only allowed for individuals receiving services through the CDS option.

Q) Do you have to have location services turned on for your smartphone to use the Vesta app?
A) Yes. But the only time the EVV mobile application will record the location is when the attendant clocks in and clocks out. It does not record location at any other time. The EVV application settings can be adjusted to allow location services only when the application is in use.

Q) For the mobile app, is there geo fencing? How does a mobile app stop you from clocking in from wherever (e.g., clocking in from the car when they are driving to the member’s house)?
A) Geo fencing is not used because it uses more data for the attendant. However, the EVV mobile application does use a 100-foot perimeter around the member’s home. If the attendant is in the member’s home, the EVV mobile application will automatically designate the location as the home and the attendant will not be able to select a different location. If the attendant is clocking in or out from an unknown location, a location must be selected, i.e., Community, Medical Appointment, etc. Program providers will be able to review the location of where an attendant clocks in and clocks out from if it was outside the home.

Q) Are there plans for paying a minimal stipend to attendants using their personal GPS (smartphone) device?
A) Not at this time.

Q) Do you know if Vesta’s mobile application will be available, or tested soon?
A) The Vesta EVV mobile application is currently available for use by all program providers. The EVV mobile application has been in pilot mode but will be fully productional and available to everyone statewide starting April 1, 2019.

Q) What is the EVV mobile application’s name?
A) The current EVV mobile application is Vesta Mobile for the current EVV vendor (DataLogic).

Q) Regarding the EVV mobile application, do you have to be in the house or facility to clock in or clock out?
A) The attendant must clock in and clock out at the location where services were provided. For the existing EVV mobile application from DataLogic, the mobile app will determine if the attendant is at the member’s home (a learned location based on address matching) or not. If not at the home, the attendant is prompted to select an alternative location from the drop-down menu in the app. Alternative locations in the community such as Alternate Home, Medical, or Community Activity may be selected.

Q) Our agency participated in the global positioning system (GPS) pilot. We encountered issues with using the GPS in rural areas, and close to ports of entry into Mexico. Has the GPS been improved to work in these areas?
A) Yes, the DataLogic EVV mobile application used for the pilot has been improved and those specific issues were addressed with no further issues reported. The EVV mobile application was deployed statewide on April 1, 2019.

Q) If an attendant forgets to use the EVV mobile application to clock in and clock out, how is the visit verified?
A) If there is a missing clock in and clock out on a visit, the program provider must verify services were delivered with the member. The program provider will be required to perform visit maintenance to manually enter the visit and use the most appropriate EVV reason code to confirm the visit.
Q) Regarding the EVV mobile application, how would we calculate time for verification if the employee has to escort the individual or go shopping for them?
A) If escort is an authorized personal care task, the EVV mobile application can be used in the community. Please contact your EVV vendor for specific instructions on clocking in and clocking out in the community using the EVV mobile application.

Q) Can two attendants use the EVV mobile application and a third attendant call the number when working with one client?
A) Currently, when a Member has more than one attendant, all attendants must use the same call in and call out method. Beginning Sept 1, 2019, attendants for the same Member may begin to use different call in and call out methods. Program providers must follow program policy and should Contact their EVV vendor for system capabilities.

Q) If switching from the alternative device to the EVV mobile application, is the agency responsible for picking up the alternative devices for reuse?
A) Please contact your EVV vendor.

Q) Are phones required to have location settings active for attendants to clock in and clock out? Will the client’s address be linked to the EVV mobile application?
A) Contact your EVV vendor for information on how the EVV mobile application works, including the settings required for the device.

Q) On the EVV mobile application, is there somewhere to indicate that staff will be using their cell phone on the client’s information screen?
A) Contact DataLogic at training@vestaevv.com.

Q) Can an attendant, living in the same house as the client, use the EVV mobile application?
A) Yes.

Q) If a program provider goes to a doctor appointment with the client, what will happen if the program provider uses the EVV mobile application at a different location to sign out?
A) If escort is an authorized personal care task, the EVV mobile application can be used in the community. Please contact your EVV vendor for specific instructions on clocking in and clocking out in the community using the EVV mobile application.
Q) Is the EVV mobile application downloadable to iPads, tablets, or laptops?
A) For assistance with downloading the application and what type of devices can be used, contact DataLogic at training@vestaevv.com.

Q) Since we are requiring the employee to use a cell phone, does the employer have to pay for their phone?
A) It is up to the program provider to determine the agency’s policy regarding whether or not to reimburse attendants who use personal cell phones for EVV mobile application use.

Q) How do we handle a client that is on the EVV mobile application, but we send a special attendant who has no cell phone to use the EVV mobile application?
A) The program provider will have to manually enter the visit for the special attendant using RC 110, Fill in for Regular Attendant or Assigned Staff.

Q) How will the program provider be notified if the attendant clocks out at a different location using the EVV mobile application?
A) The provider will have the ability to see visit data, including GPS coordinates of clock ins and clock outs, in real time in the EVV vendor system.

Q) What if the attendant does not have a mobile phone?
A) Contact your program provider to determine mobile phone availability. The state is not providing devices for the use of the EVV mobile application.
Compliance

Q) Can you tell me what the current compliance rate is for providers?
A) Program providers who are currently required to use EVV must meet the minimum compliance score of 90 percent. More information about EVV compliance is available on the HHSC EVV website.

Q) How do we prevent, or stop members/clients from jumping from agency to agency because of EVV compliance?
A) All agencies delivering services required by the Cures Act must participate in EVV to be in compliance with their contract. Therefore, even if a client or attendant moves to a different agency, they will still be required to use EVV and clock in and out when delivering personal care services. If program providers do not use EVV, EVV claims will be denied.

Q) Can a payer recover funds related to reasons that were not disclosed to agencies during training?
A) It is the program provider’s responsibility to follow all policy, processes, procedures, rules, and handbook requirements. If a program provider disagrees with a contract action, including recoupment or termination, the program provider should follow the established complaint process. The program provider may reach out to their payer for specific complaints.

Q) Will agencies be penalized for payer or vendor errors?
A) No, the compliance plan is based on program provider performance only.
CDS/FMSA

Q) Can you clarify again what duties the Consumer Directed Services (CDS) employer will be responsible for and what the Financial Management Services Agency (FMSA) will be responsible for?

A) The CDS employer will be responsible for verifying attendant hours in the EVV vendor system or verifying hours based on information printed from the EVV system and sent to the CDS employer by the FMSA. The CDS employer will also be responsible for ensuring their employees are trained on and use the EVV system. The CDS employer will receive training from the EVV vendor on how to use the vendor system.

The FMSA will work directly with the CDS employer to set up the EVV member profile and attendant identifying information in the EVV vendor system. The FMSA will monitor and verify the EVV visits logged in the EVV vendor system prior to submitting an EVV claim for reimbursement. If there is not an EVV visit in the EVV Aggregator to match a submitted EVV claim, the FMSA can work with the CDS employer to make corrections.

FMSAs and CDS employers will both have access to the EVV vendor system. They will both be able to log in to the system and review visits that have been logged. The CDS employer will verify that the times the visits took place are correct. The FMSA will access the EVV Portal to ensure visit transactions have been exported and accepted by the EVV Aggregator prior to submitting an EVV claim.

Additionally, the role of the FMSA regarding visit maintenance is still being explored.

Q) Does the provider perform training for the CDS client’s attendants?

A) The CDS employer will be responsible for training their attendants on how to clock in and clock out of the EVV system, with support from the FMSA and EVV vendor.

Q) Do we need to have all LARs sign EVV documentation, or only those that have PCS/CDS/HAB hours?

A) If the LAR is the CDS employer, they only need to sign off and confirm EVV visits and service hours for services subject to EVV. Non-PCS services will not require EVV visits. Go to the HHSC 21st Century Cures Act webpage to see specific services subject to EVV beginning January 1, 2020.
Q) When will the FMSA start training CDS employers and providers on the use of EVV?

A) The FMSA and CDS employers may access current EVV training materials on new EVV requirements on the HHSC EVV website. An EVV Tool Kit is already available on the 21st Century Cures Act webpage. Additional modules are posted bi-weekly. HHSC will continue to provide online training through the end of 2019. Additional training on the use of the EVV vendor system will be provided to both the FMSA and CDS employer by the EVV vendor once the FMSA has onboarded with a vendor.

Q) Will FMSAs install tokens/alternative devices into the client’s home if landlines are unavailable for clocking in and out?

A) If no landline is available for clock in and out, the attendant can use the EVV mobile application. However, if the landline is unavailable and there is not a cell phone for use by the CDS employer or attendant, then the plan is for the EVV vendor to ship a token/alternative device directly to the CDS employer.

Q) Will visit maintenance be completed by CDS employers in the home or will FMSAs complete it?

A) HHSC is currently reviewing the policy on CDS visit maintenance. More information will be available on the policy in 2019.

Q) Will CDS employers train attendants on the EVV system or will FMSAs train them?

A) The CDS employer will train attendants on clock in and clock out methods with support from the FMSAs and the EVV vendor.

Q) Can we use one vendor for an agency and another vendor for CDS employers?

A) Each program provider and FMSA will choose a single vendor for their organization. All members and/or CDS employers for that program provider/FMSA will be included in the selected vendor system. If a CDS employer receives direct services from a program provider other than their direct employees, then it is possible that the program provider agency may use a different EVV vendor.
Q) Who is responsible for ordering an alternative device, the Financial Management Services Agencies (FMSAs) or the Consumer Directed Service (CDS) employers?

A) The EVV mobile application can be downloaded and used on a cell phone or tablet for clock in and clock out by the CDS employee (attendant). If the use of an alternative device is necessary, the FMSA will order the alternative device, at the request of the CDS employer. The EVV vendor will then send the alternative device to the CDS employer.

Q) Who is responsible for visit maintenance, the FMSA or the CDS employer?

A) HHSC is currently reviewing the policy on visit maintenance under the CDS option. More information on the policy will be forthcoming in 2019.

Q) Will the program provider decide who will complete EVV maintenance? If the program provider manages EVV maintenance, will it be paid from the employer's budget?

A) We need additional clarification to answer this question. Submit this question to electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us.

Q) At what point does a schedule need to be submitted?

A) EVV will follow program requirements for schedules. If the program requires a schedule, a schedule will be required in the EVV system. Contact your program policy team for specific requirements regarding schedules.

Q) For CDS options, will constant schedule deviation be considered a problem?

A) No, if schedules are required then schedule deviation is allowed.
Electronic Visit Verification (EVV)

Q) What is EVV?

A) EVV is a computer-based system that electronically verifies the occurrence of authorized personal attendant service visits by electronically documenting the precise time a service delivery visit begins and ends. HHSC implemented the EVV program to reduce fraud, waste, and abuse and reduce the use of paper-based attendant timesheets.

Q) Do I have to use EVV?

A) Yes, all program providers and CDS employers are required to begin using EVV for personal care services on January 1, 2020. Program providers currently required to use EVV, must continue to use EVV.

Q) What happens if I do not use EVV?

A) If you do not have an EVV visit for an EVV-required service, the claim line item for the corresponding date of service will be denied and will not be paid. If a program provider fails to comply with EVV policies, HHSC may place the program provider on a corrective action plan or recommend contract termination.

Q) How will you know if I use the EVV system?

A) Program providers, Financial Management Services Agencies (FMSAs), and CDS employers must ensure that scheduled service visits are recorded in the EVV system. In addition, each entity will be required to meet the minimum quarterly EVV compliance scores as applicable. Failure to meet EVV compliance requirements may result in enforcement actions such as required additional training, being placed on a corrective action plan, or recommended for contract termination. More information about EVV compliance is available on the HHSC EVV website.

Q) Who will be notifying members of the EVV requirements?

A) Case workers/management/service coordinators across programs are responsible for communicating EVV requirements and policies. HHSC has developed an EVV Rights and Responsibilities form that the member receives upon initial assessment and during annual reviews.
Q) Where can I find the EVV policies, processes, and requirements?
A) All EVV policies, processes, and requirements can be found on the HHSC EVV website, TMHP website, and your MCO website. In addition, program providers should access the EVV Provider Policy Handbook.

Q) How will this EVV program be different from the already mandated Texas EVV?
A) The 21st Century Cures acts expands the requirement of EVV to additional programs and services, including those who select the Consumer Directed Services (CDS) option. Current program providers will use the system the same as they do today; however, some policies and processes will change with the implementation of the EVV Aggregator. Sign up for GovDelivery with HHSC to receive up-to-date information about EVV.

Q) When is the actual EVV implementation date?
A) As required by the Cures Act, program providers and CDS employers currently not required to use EVV for personal care services must use EVV by January 1, 2020.

Q) Does every provider need to be using EVV by January 2020?
A) All program providers delivering personal care services need to be using EVV by January 1, 2020. This includes FMSAs and providers delivering services through the CDS option.

Q) How can I prepare for the implementation of EVV?
A) You can prepare by:
   1. Signing up for GovDelivery email alerts.
   2. Reviewing the online EVV Tool Kit training modules.
   3. Participating in the live webinar question and answer sessions.
   4. Reviewing the FAQs on the HHSC EVV website.
   5. Reviewing the EVV Provider Policy Handbook.
   6. Sending questions to the EVV mailbox.
Q) When we complete a reassessment or initial visit Screening and Assessment Instrument (SAI), do we need to have the EVV document signed from all the parents (LARs) even though they do not have PCS/CDS/HAB services?

A) No. If the individual is not receiving services that require the use of EVV at the time of the re-assessment or initial visit SAI, there is no need for the EVV document.

Q) Is there a limit to how many clients should be assigned to one EVV clerk?

A) There is no limit to the relationship between the person performing EVV coordination and members/clients.

Q) When an EVV call does not get auto-confirmed due to schedule variation, what documentation is needed? For example, the schedule is set from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., but the attendant does not clock in until 8:09 a.m. and clocks out at 9:09 a.m.

A) Visit maintenance must be performed to account for a visit that varies from the schedule listed in the system by more than two hours. The appropriate reason code must be used to explain the variance from the schedule.

Q) Can you provide guidance on the EVV implementation timeline? What is expected of providers to have in place for EVV?

A) This information will be posted on the HHSC EVV website through GovDelivery notification. Personal care services must start by January 1, 2020 and home health services must start by January 1, 2023.

To prepare for onboarding, program providers and FMSAs should know their NPI, Atypical Provider Identifier (API) number, Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN), Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) Code and Modifiers, Texas Provider Identifier (TPI), the program provider’s legal name as recorded with the Secretary of State, contract number, and know their payer.

Program providers and FMSAs will need to begin training in August 2019 and may begin onboarding with EVV vendors starting in October 2019. Once the FMSA has selected and onboarded with an EVV vendor, CDS employers will be set up in the EVV vendor system and will receive training on use of the system.
Q) Is Texas HHS coordinating with MCOs on EVV implementation?
A) Yes, HHSC continues to coordinate EVV implementation with MCOs.

Q) What changes are taking place this year?
A) Many changes are being made. You can view the latest information in the EVV Tool Kit on the HHSC EVV website.

Q) What changes will begin September 1, 2019?
A) Starting Sept. 1, 2019, HHSC will require all EVV-related claims to be matched against EVV visit transactions prior to payment. Claims without an EVV match for the date of service will be denied.

For existing program providers contracted with a managed care organization (MCO), the primary change will be that claims related to EVV-relevant services must be submitted to Texas Medicaid & Healthcare Partnership (TMHP). These claims must be submitted through the TMHP TexMedConnect system at Compass21, or through Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) for that system. For more information on obtaining your TMHP Compass21 submitter ID, contact the EDI helpdesk at 1-888-863-3638, Option 4.

HHSC fee-for-service program providers will continue to submit claims either through TMHP or their designated claims system.

Q) Have additional EVV vendors been selected yet?
A) No. For more information, contact evv@tmhp.com.

Q) When you say this pertains to PCS only, I assume that you are referring to services provided by a local mental health authority (LMHA) for behavioral health services, substance use services, or Intellectual Development Disability (IDD) services. Is this correct?
A) Refer to the complete list of programs and services required to use EVV in the Programs and Services section of the 21st Century Cures Act page on the HHSC EVV website.

Q) The April 1st and April 15th EVV webinars are not listed. When will we be able to register for these webinars?
A) Webinars take place on the 22nd of each month. The link to the April 22 webinar will be in the Module 6 training, published on April 1st and located on the EVV Tool Kit section of the HHSC EVV website. You may sign up for GovDelivery to receive notification of when it is published.

Q) We have yet to receive the new correction spreadsheet. Will this be available soon?
A) The [EVV Visit Maintenance Unlock Request Spreadsheet](https://evv.texas.gov) is available in the Training Resources section of the EVV website.

Q) I went to EVV website and could not find the questions and answers for the February 22, 2019, webinar. Can you tell me how to find them?
A) Questions and answers from all EVV live Q&A webinar sessions are added to the [Frequently Asked Questions from the Webinars](https://evv.texas.gov) (PDF) following each live Q&A webinar session.

Q) Will today’s presentation be available at a later date?
A) The Health and Human Service Commission (HHSC) will post today’s webinar presentation in the [EVV Tool Kit](https://evv.texas.gov) on the HHSC Electronic Visit Verification (EVV) website. You can locate it by searching “EVV Tool Kit” in your browser search engine. Click 21st Century Cures Act and select today’s presentation under the Live Q&A Webinar Sessions.

Q) Does EVV apply to therapy-only home health agencies? If so, when does it go in effect?
A) The expansion of EVV beginning Jan. 1, 2020 is for personal care services (PCS). Effective Jan. 1, 2023, the Cures Act will require EVV for home health services. HHSC will post information once it becomes available for home health services. Sign-up for [GovDelivery](https://evv.texas.gov) to receive EVV news and alerts.
EVV Aggregator/EVV Portal

Q) What is the EVV Aggregator?
A) The EVV Aggregator is a centralized database that collects, validates, and stores statewide EVV visit data transmitted by an HHSC-approved EVV system. There will also be an EVV Portal, which is an online system that allows users to perform searches and view reports associated with the EVV visit data in the EVV Aggregator.

Q) If there is an issue with the EVV Aggregator, who do I contact to correct it?
A) Contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com for questions about the EVV Aggregator.

Q) If an employer is unable to use the EVV Portal due to physical limitations, will the attendant or designated representative be able to assist with the employer?
A) The Consumer Directed Services (CDS) employer will not have access to the EVV Portal; only the FMSA will have access. The EVV vendor system is required to provide accessibility tools. Also, the designated representative will be able to help the CDS employer access the EVV vendor system, but the attendant should not perform the online EVV tasks.

Q) What is this new EVV Portal that you said is coming out in September?
A) The EVV Portal is an online system that allows program providers and FMSAs to perform searches and view reports associated with the EVV visit data in the EVV Aggregator.

The EVV Portal will allow program providers and FMSAs to view data accepted by the state for billing EVV services and reports such as Claims to Visit Data Matching.

Q) How do we access the EVV Portal?
A) The EVV Portal is not currently available to the provider community. More information will be available in spring of 2019.

Q) Where is the EVV Portal you mentioned earlier?
A) The EVV Portal will be available by September 1, 2019 as part of the Medicaid Management Information System operated by TMHP.
EVV Tool Kit

Q) Is this live Q&A webinar for current EVV users, or for new users effective January 1, 2020?
A) This webinar is for both current and new users effective Jan. 1, 2020.

Q) Will these slides be available after the webinar?
A) Yes, slides will be available on the HHSC EVV and managed care organizations’ (MCO) websites.

Q) When will your next EVV webinar take place?
A) HHSC hosts webinars on the 22nd of each month (if the 22nd of the month is a holiday or on the weekend, the webinar will take place the next business day). Access the latest webinar registration form here.

Q) How do I learn more details about the EVV process? My agency is not fully educated about the EVV implementation.
A) Sign up for GovDelivery with HHSC to receive up-to-date information about EVV and be notified when new EVV Tool Kit materials are posted on the 1st and 15th of each month.

Q) I saw there are two learning modules concerning EVV. Will there be any more modules besides the Cures Act, and EVV 101 courses?
A) Yes, HHSC EVV will release additional modules on the 1st and 15th of each month throughout 2019 with topics ranging from EVV 101, EVV Aggregator overview and functions, and EVV policy and procedures.

Q) I can't find the learning modules on the website. Can you let us know exactly where to find them?
A) The EVV Tool Kit is available on the EVV website. Sign up for GovDelivery with HHSC to receive up-to-date information about EVV and be notified when new EVV Tool Kit materials are posted on the 1st and 15th of each month.

Q) Who will be training employers and employees on the EVV system?
A) Training will be provided by multiple entities. The following entities will train on:

- EVV Requirements – HHSC/MCO
- EVV Vendor Systems – EVV Vendor
- EVV Aggregator and EVV Portal – TMHP

See CDS/FMSA section for more training specific to CDS employers.
**EVV Vendors**

Q) Will there be different vendors other than Vesta?
A) Yes, HHSC plans to expand the EVV vendor pool. Sign up for GovDelivery with HHSC to receive up-to-date information about EVV.

Q) If there are different vendors other than Vesta, will there be a public Request for Proposal (RFP) or how will additional vendors be determined?
A) Additional vendor information will be forthcoming. Please email your questions to TMHP at evv@tmhp.com.

Q) What EVV vendors will Texas Medicaid use?
A) The EVV vendor pool has not yet been determined. Sign up for GovDelivery with HHSC to receive up-to-date information about EVV.

Q) Is Texas Medicaid using an open vendor model, single vendor model, or something else?
A) The Texas model will be a hybrid of the open vendor model with multiple HHSC-approved EVV vendors and a central EVV Aggregator operated by TMHP.

Q) Will the agency be the one to choose their EVV vendor?
A) Yes, the program provider and/or FMSA will choose their vendor.

Q) Will FMSA providers need to give employers a choice of EVV vendors or will they be able to select the vendor directly?
A) No, the FMSA will select the vendor and their CDS employer(s) will use the selected EVV vendor.

Q) Is it possible that MCOs will select different EVV vendors and then require one specific EVV vendor resulting in a provider being forced to implement multiple EVV applications?
A) No, each program provider will make their own choice of an EVV vendor. MCOs will not specify which EVV vendor a program provider or FMSA will use.

Q) Is there a step-by-step guide on how workers will utilize each system? This will assist in identifying further questions.

A) Service attendants and employees will be given specific training and instructions on how to use the EVV system. Program providers and/or Consumer Directed Services (CDS) employers will be responsible for ensuring attendants and employees know how to use the EVV system.

Q) How does a provider's time record-keeping interface work with EVV provider system (e.g., DataLogic)?

A) EVV vendors are required to interface with the program provider’s third-party software vendors. This interface is typically set up when a program provider is onboarding to the EVV vendor system through a file exchange or web service.

Q) What happens when calls are not registered in the Vesta system?

A) If you feel like you are having system issues, contact DataLogic (info@vestaevv.com) immediately. If an attendant fails to clock in or clock out, the program provider must perform visit maintenance to enter the visit.

Q) Is there any plan for Vesta to transfer their program from a server-based system to a web-based system? This will be necessary for providers to access their program from everywhere.

A) Yes. DataLogic is developing and testing a web-based Vesta System. The release date for this system is planned for late summer of 2019.

Q) What is the process to become an approved EVV vendor for Texas?

A) For information on EVV vendors, contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com.

Q) Who are the other EVV vendors, and when can providers reach out to these vendors?
A) More information will be forthcoming regarding vendors. Contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com.

Q) Will the Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) pay for approved EVV vendors?
A) Yes, HHSC will reimburse HHSC-approved vendors based on program provider usage.

Q) What is the process for EVV vendors to be approved? Are you planning to operate an open model where multiple EVV vendors are approved for Texas providers?
A) For more information regarding EVV vendors, contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com. Texas EVV will be operating in a hybrid model which includes a vendor pool approved by HHSC and program providers’ EVV proprietary systems.

Q) Is there a listing of EVV system standards to meet HHSC requirements, other than integrating with the EVV Aggregator?
A) For more information on vendor business rules, contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com.

Q) Is there another EVV system other than Vesta?
A) Not at this time. Contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com for more information on additional EVV vendors.

Q) How do we get Healthcare Common Procedure Coding (HCPC) and modifiers loaded into the EVV system?
A) Submit this question to electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us.

Q) When visits fail to export because the client loses Medicaid coverage, the visit states "warning." The Vesta system indicates that it doesn't mean the visit was rejected. Do we re-export the visit?
A) Program providers should review all rejected visits for warnings or fatal errors and correct these errors. Then, they should re-export the visit. Medicaid eligibility should be verified prior to re-export. For additional information, contact the EVV vendor.
Managed Care Organizations (MCOs)

Q) Why would some STAR Kids MCOs not have full access or up-to-date EVV records from previous years?
A) STAR Kids MCOs should have visit records dating back to November 11, 2016.

Q) Is it true that the state will be doing away with MCOs and go back to Traditional Medicaid?
A) No, MCOs are an integral part of Medicaid delivery going forward.

Q) If we send a spreadsheet to Managed Care Organization (MCOs) requesting authorization to re-export visits, but they do not respond within the timeframe for billing, who do we contact?
A) You have the right to file a complaint against the MCO. Submit your complaint to HPM_complaints@hhsc.state.tx.us. You also have the right to appeal your denied EVV claim.

Q) When is the state going to update their payment policy as it pertains to the .25/.5 and .75 rounding for Managed Care Organizations (MCOs)?
A) The current plan is to update service billing for STAR Plus effective as of September 1, 2019.

Q) Can Health and Human Services (HHS) dictate that MCOs issue provider agencies the EVV Rights and Responsibilities Notification form that became effective November 2018 and have the provider agencies sign it?
A) MCO service coordinators are responsible for communicating EVV rights and responsibilities to members upon initial assessment and/or during annual reviews. To clarify, the Rights and Responsibilities form will be signed by the Medicaid member, not the program provider.
Programs/Services

Q) What personal care services are required to use EVV?
A) View the complete list of programs and services required to use EVV beginning Jan. 1, 2020 and programs and services currently required to use EVV.

Q) Please give more information about what services must use EVV for the Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) Adult Mental Health program.
A) Beginning Jan. 1, 2020, the following services must use EVV for HCBS Adult Mental Health: Supported Home Living-Habilitative Support, and In-Home Respite.

Q) For HCS and TxHmL, what services will apply for EVV?
A) For HCS and TxHmL, CFC PAS/HAB, In-Home Respite, and day habilitation (provided in the individual’s home) are required to use EVV beginning Jan. 1, 2020.

Q) When will all providers of HCS and TxHmL service need to be in compliance with the EVV system?
A) HCS and TxHmL will be required to use EVV by Jan. 1, 2020.

Q) Will Community First Choice (CFC) and Texas Home Living (TxHmL) members/clients still be required to use the Form 1745 service delivery log with EVV coming?
A) A determination has not been made at this time.

Q) Can you describe which Youth Empowerment Services (YES) Waiver services and providers will be required to use EVV?
A) In-Home Respite services in the YES Waiver are required to use EVV by Jan. 1, 2020.

Q) Will providers of new programs added, such as 1915(c) Youth Empowerment Services (YES) Waiver services, be required to update
or change current enrollment records in TMHP to implement EVV as required prior to Jan. 1, 2020?

A) Not at this time.

Q) Will Texas implement EVV for home health services programs at the same time as personal care services or will they wait until Jan. 1, 2023?

A) Texas will implement EVV for home health services, as required by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), on Jan. 1, 2023.

Q) What type of home health providers will be responsible for using EVV in 2023?

A) That information has not been determined at this time.

Q) Can you confirm the effective date for new providers specializing in Primary Home Care, Community Attendant Services, and Family Care (PHC/CAS/FC)? Is the date Jan. 1, 2020?

A) Those programs are currently required to use EVV, but as of Jan. 1, 2020, use of EVV under the Consumer Directed Services (CDS) option and SRO will be mandatory.

Q) Service coordinators do not provide any services such as PAS HAB, In-home respite, or Consumer Directed Services (CDS), so does EVV apply for service coordination?

A) Service coordination is not subject to EVV under any program. Only service attendants providing the specific PAS/HAB or In-Home Respite services will be required to use EVV. This includes services provided to members/clients in the CDS option.

Q) How will mileage be tracked in EVV?

A) Mileage is not required to be tracked in the EVV vendor system. At this time, transportation is not included as an EVV required service.

Q) If an attendant is performing duties at the home, but needs to go to the grocery store, do they have to clock out? Does this mean that they are still working?
A) If the task is part of the authorized services, then the attendant does not need to clock out.

Q) Going back to the shopping task where it was asked why the attendant needs to clock out, your answer was they don't need to clock out for doing the shopping task. Under CFC, shopping is allowed, but not transportation to go shopping. Therefore, should they clock out during the transportation part and clock back in during the shopping part?
A) The EVV vendor system will allow a user to identify non-EVV relevant service delivery such as transportation during an EVV visit to avoid multiple clock in and clock out actions.

Q) An Inter-Disciplinary Team (IDT) meeting was conducted due to a client asking for money for cigarettes from the provider and wanted to give the attendant the device to clock in and out. The attendant refused to work for that client. The agency hired a new provider, but the client fired the new provider and is now transferring to another agency with their preferred attendant. What do we do in this type of situation, even though it is the client’s right?
A) The client has the choice to transfer.

Q) If the client does not have an escort, is the provider allowed to go with them even if the person goes in their own car?
A) This is a program question. Contact your HHSC case manager or MCO service coordinator.

Q) Does the state require Star Kids members to sign EVV forms even for members who do not receive any PCS/PAS services (not attendants)?
A) No. If the individual is not receiving EVV-relevant services, there is no need for EVV forms.

Q) Is EVV only required for members receiving PCS/PAS/CDS services or should everyone be educated and required to sign documents?
A) Refer to the program list for required EVV services, including services to be added under the Cures Act starting Jan. 1, 2020. Only members receiving these services will be subject to EVV.

Q) Will EVV apply to therapy-only home health agencies in 2019-2020? Where can we view the updated provider types list?
A) Effective Jan. 1, 2020, EVV is expanding the EVV program and services for PCS. Effective Jan. 1, 2023, EVV will be required for home health services. Information will be posted once it becomes available for home health services. Sign up for GovDelivery to receive EVV news and alerts.

Q) How will this work with Out of Home Respite? For example, the client goes to camp.
A) Out of Home Respite is not required to use EVV. Refer to the programs and services required to use EVV on the 21st Century Cures Act page of the HHSC EVV website.
Q) When are providers allowed to begin using proprietary EVV systems?
A) All proprietary EVV systems must meet HHSC EVV vendor business rules and be approved for use prior to implementation. If you are interested in using an EVV proprietary system, contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com.

Q) When the state allows for other EVV providers other than sole source, can a service provider (CDS or CCD) use their own system if compliant with all regulations?
A) The state is developing requirements and business rules for use of proprietary systems. Those requirements and business rules will be published at a later date. If you are interested in using an EVV proprietary system, contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com.

Q) How do we get our own EVV application approved?
A) All proprietary EVV systems must meet HHSC EVV vendor business rules and be approved for use prior to implementation. If you are interested in using your EVV proprietary system, contact TMHP at evv@tmhp.com.

Q) Where will a vendor find information on submitting information to be approved as an EVV vendor?
A) Please contact TMHP at evv@thmp.com for more information.
**Reason Codes**

Q) Does reason code 200 have a 14-day limitation?

A) No, but the EVV vendor is required to ship the alternative device within 10 days of submitting the request. If you do not receive the device, immediately notify your payer.

Q) Can you explain when code 700 can be used?

A) Reason code 700 is used when the EVV system rounds the pay hours. If the program provider needs to adjust the pay hours down due to automatic rounding, then the program provider would use code 700 for that adjustment.

Q) Can multiple reason codes be used for a visit? For example, can 100 and 125 reason codes be together?

A) Yes, multiple reason codes can be recorded for a single visit.

Q) Will there be EVV reason codes that hold EVV vendors accountable for errors within their systems?

A) Yes, vendors will be held accountable for system errors.

Q) Once we verify visits, perform maintenance, and export the visits, we usually check the EVV visits to make sure we used the correct codes. If we find errors after visits have been exported to payers, can we go back to the visit to add or correct the codes?

A) Once a reason code has been saved to a visit, it cannot be deleted. The program provider can add more reason codes within the 60-day visit maintenance window.

Q) When verifying a visit, should we change the location when using services provided outside of the home (code 105)? For example, services at a family's home or when they are in the community area?

A) No, the location is based on the clock in and clock out location. Program providers may use the free text field to add additional information when services are provided at a family’s home.
Q) If verifying a provider time and it matches, what code do you use? Is it the 100 code?
A) Please submit this question to electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us regarding which specific EVV reason code to use.

Q) What code should be used when a midnight token code does not link to the schedule due to the code being valid for the following day?
A) For questions related to specific EVV reason codes and their use, contact HHSC at electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us.

Q) When will new EVV codes be implemented?
A) All new EVV reason codes for the Cures Act expansion will be implemented Sept. 1, 2019. This will allow program providers to start collecting EVV visit data once a vendor system has been selected and onboarding has been completed.

Q) If the attendant is sick and did not show up for work, which code should be used?
A) Reason code 115 is appropriate if the attendant did not work and the member was contacted and agreed. Reason code 121 is appropriate if the attendant failed to report to work and did not inform the program provider until after the missed scheduled visit.

Q) Since we cannot delete a cancelled shift, what reason code do we use when verifying zero hours worked?
A) There is a list of Reason Codes located on the EVV website for reference. After referring to the Reason Code list, if you still have questions on which reason code to use, please submit your question with specific information regarding the visit to the HHSC EVV mailbox at electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us or your MCO.

Q) Do preferred codes fall under the same rule as the 14 consecutive days rule?
A) Any reason code used more than 14 consecutive days may constitute a misuse of reason codes.
Q) Sometimes RC 305 must be used. Does that visit run a risk of recoupment or rejection?

A) Yes. If the program provider fails to enter the actual time service delivery begins and/or ends in the free text in the EVV system. If the required free text is missing, the visit is subject to recoupment.

If same EVV reason code is used for more than 14 calendar days within a calendar month for the same member may constitute provider misuse of the reason code.

Q) If a client does not cooperate with scheduled visits, and this results in daily reason codes being used, do we need to submit 2067 to insurance to inform them? How do we avoid a penalty due to a client’s non-compliance?

A) If the member is not cooperating with scheduled visits, the program provider will need to contact their payer for guidance. Examples: HHSC case worker, CLASS case manager, MCO service coordinator.

Q) How should codes be applied to a visit? What is the required information that needs to be in free text?

A) Click the Reason Codes link on the HHSC EVV website, and then select the HHSC Reason Codes PDF in the Current Reason Codes section. The free text requirements are listed in BOLD. The EVV vendor will train program providers how to save reason codes to visits.

Q) Regarding the 14-day rule, we have asked our vendor for a token and they have taken 30 plus days to arrive at our agency. Meanwhile, we are verifying with code 200-205. What happens there?

A) Report specifics of delayed delivery of devices to your payer immediately. The provider must use the most appropriate EVV reason code. If the EVV reason code is used more than 14 days for the same member, the program provider must immediately contact their HHSC or MCO.

Q) What if a client initially verifies that the attendant failed to clock in or clock out for what is pending and we verify it, but then the client calls back later stating the attendant did not work. Will we be penalized for using a NP code and then a preferred code?

A) Failure to use the system will negatively impact your EVV compliance score. Once a non-preferred reason code is saved to a visit, it cannot be deleted.
Q) Is a program provider subject to penalty for using RC 700? For example, an attendant always works seven plus minutes each scheduled visit.

A) Any reason code used more than 14 consecutive days may constitute a misuse of reason codes.

Q) What will happen if a reason code is used for more than the 14 calendar days?

A) It may constitute a misuse of a reason code and visits may be recouped. Reach out to your payer for specific information.

Q) If the client does not have escort services, but requests services be provided out of home, can code 105 be used?

A) The program provider must follow the authorized Plan of Care. If the service requested by the member is not authorized, then that service cannot be delivered.
Scheduling

Q) What happens if a person's schedule changes or is rescheduled, and there is a conflict with the preloaded schedule?

A) The program provider staff may adjust the schedule prior to a visit if the schedule change is known; otherwise the agency staff will complete visit maintenance using the appropriate reason codes after the visit occurs to record a schedule variation.

Q) Does each visit have to follow a weekly schedule? If so, does it allow for variations, such as changes in date or time due to illnesses?

A) Schedules are not required; but if using a schedule, the system will allow for variations.

Q) How will visit schedules be entered into the system prior to the visit (manual entry or batch upload)? What data elements will be required?

A) Schedules may be entered manually or through electronic data upload to the vendor. Reach out to the EVV vendor for options and required data elements.

Q) Can we delete future visits if the patient is either deceased or has lost services? Should we code it instead?

A) Yes, future visits can be deleted. Visits scheduled today or in the past cannot be deleted. You must use a reason code to indicate why the visit was not worked.

Q) I would like to discuss shifts loaded into Vesta by the client's schedule. If the attendant doesn't work the schedule, is it better to delete the shifts in the call log or zero them out in Visit Verify?

A) The program provider should save the appropriate reason code for the visit with zero pay hours. The program provider is only allowed to delete future schedules.

Q) When we have split schedules, the PM schedule links to the AM schedule due to there being a missing clock-in or clock-out in the
morning. As a result, the PM schedule stays unlinked to the AM schedule. How do we correct the PM visit?

A) Reach out to your vendor for assistance with this system question. If you have a question related to a reason code, contact your payer.
Training

Q) Where can I find the EVV policies, processes, and requirements?
A) All EVV policies, processes, and requirements are on the HHSC EVV website, TMHP website, and your MCO website. In addition, program providers should access the EVV Provider Policy Handbook.

Q) Who will be training the employers and employees in the CDS option?
A) HHSC, MCOs (if applicable) will provide information on policy and procedures, EVV vendors will train the CDS employers on the use of the EVV vendor system, and FMSAs may provide additional training to the CDS employer as needed.

Q) Is there in-person training for EVV available in El Paso, TX?
A) HHSC plans to hold a training in El Paso. A full schedule of training dates and locations will be released in the spring. Sign up for GovDelivery with HHSC to receive up-to-date information.

Q) EVV providers do not provide training in my area, and it is too expensive to train at the locations where they are providing training. What are my other options?
A) There will be online webinars and computer-based training available.

Q) When will we have a class covering questions regarding using the appropriate EVV reason codes?
A) Additional training dates will be posted on the HHSC website. Sign up for GovDelivery with HHSC to receive up-to-date information.

Q) Vesta is only training on scheduled days which is not enough for training. Can we have unscheduled modules for self-training?
A) Contact DataLogic (info@vestaevv.com) to inquire about special dates and times for training.
Q) Whose responsibility is it to monitor and verify calls? How is the state reaching out to the employers and training them?

A) Under the agency model, program providers are responsible for training and ensuring their staff use the EVV system according to HHSC and MCO policies. Program providers will receive training from the EVV vendor on how to use the system.

Under the CDS option, CDS employers will be responsible for ensuring that attendants utilize the EVV system correctly and will need to verify visits (clock in/out). CDS employers will receive training from the EVV vendors and assistance from their FMSAs.

Communications to the FMSAs and CDS employers will be forthcoming. Providers, FMSAs, and CDS employers should sign up for GovDelivery to receive notifications regarding training.

Q) The presentation focuses on the attendant piece of the process. What steps are necessary prior to the scheduled appointment to prepare for the call?

A) Prior to an attendant performing EVV clock in and clock out steps, the program provider will set up the client, client authorized services, planned schedule (if applicable) and attendant information in the EVV vendor system.

When the attendant arrives at the home, they will use one of the approved methods to clock in when service delivery begins and clock out when service delivery ends.

Q) Can you host a webinar where provider agencies can ask questions regarding EVV scenarios and receive responses as to what reason codes are best for each scenario?

A) We encourage program providers to submit questions and scenarios to us when unsure of which reason code to use. Please submit any questions, scenarios, and this suggestion to electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us.

Q) Will there be a separate webinar for reason codes?
A) There will be a computer-based training course regarding EVV policies and reason code usage starting in June 2019. Reason code information is also available in Module 5 of the EVV Tool Kit: Visit Maintenance.

Q) Is there a website or training on EVV reason codes?
**A)** All HHSC training, including future computer-based trainings on reason code usage, will be available on each payer webpage. Currently, you can view [EVV reason code information](#) on the EVV website and in Module 5 of the EVV Tool Kit: Visit Maintenance.

**Q)** Is it possible to get a copy of the slides from this presentation and a set from the January presentation?

**A)** The slides are available on the HHSC EVV website:

- Feb. 22, 2019 Webinar: EVV 101 – Roles and Responsibilities

**Q)** Is the agency who contracts with the provider responsible for EVV training, or are the providers themselves responsible during the contracting process?

**A)** Program providers are responsible for training their attendant staff on EVV, while the EVV vendor will train the program provider and their administrative staff on the EVV vendor system. TMHP will provide training to the program provider on the EVV Portal, while HHSC and MCOs will provide training on EVV policy.

**Q)** Where do we sign up to get information on the EVV Portal?

**A)** [Sign up for GovDelivery](#) and select Electronic Visit Verification as a topic of interest. Information on the EVV Portal will be published on the [EVV website](#) starting on April 1, 2019.

**Q)** Will TMHP provide training on billing?

**A)** Yes, you can refer to TMHP’s [Learning Management System](#) (LMS) for EVV claims billing training. Specific EVV claims training will be posted in the LMS later this summer. Also review Module 8: Submitting an EVV Claim, in the [EVV Tool Kit](#).

**Q)** Who will train the CDS employer for EVV maintenance?

**A)** The EVV vendor will train the CDS employer on how to perform visit maintenance within the vendor’s system. The FMSA may assist the CDS employer upon request.
Q) Are EVV vendors going to provide training for the FMSA and the CDS employers?

A) Yes, more information will be available this fall.
Visit Maintenance

Q) Who will be responsible for visit maintenance under the CDS option, the FMSA or employer?

A) Under the CDS option, the CDS employer will be responsible for performing visit maintenance and ensuring visits and time are recorded correctly. However, HHSC is still determining the role of the FMSA regarding visit maintenance.

Q) Will employers have access to EVV, or will the FMSA complete the maintenance?

A) CDS employers will have access to the EVV vendor system and will be responsible for ensuring that the visit records are correct, but a determination has not been made at this time regarding modifications allowable by the FMSA.

Q) How will the CDS employer have access to do visit maintenance in EVV?

A) They will have access to the EVV vendor system to complete any necessary visit maintenance.

Q) If the CDS employer submits a timesheet to an FMSA with an error, what happens?

A) If the FMSA notices an issue with the timesheet, they can send it back to the CDS employer to be corrected in the EVV vendor system. Once the error has been corrected, the EVV vendor system will transmit the visit transaction to the EVV Aggregator for use in claims matching.

Q) Why is it that when we make an adjustment to a maintenance, the vendor says that it does not accept the amendment? People make mistakes sometimes.

A) If you feel like you are having system issues, report it to the EVV vendor. By policy, HHSC restricts visit maintenance to certain data elements within a 60-day period after the visit occurs.

If you feel like this is a policy question, submit an email to electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us.
Q) What happens if an attendant is scheduled to work 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., and he/she clocks in at 9:00 a.m. and clocks out at 7:00 p.m.?
A) The program provider would complete visit maintenance for the schedule variation and use the most appropriate reason code.

Q) If a transaction is auto-verified through the EVV vendor, does an administrator need to approve?
A) Under the agency model (non-CDS), if a visit has been auto-verified, the EVV requirement has been completed and the visit transaction will be exported to the EVV Aggregator. Under the CDS option, the time worked must be approved prior to the EVV system exporting the visit to the EVV Aggregator.

Q) When the EVV visit is auto-confirmed, the agency is unable to make necessary adjustments to that visit. For example, the employee called in for token numbers pertaining to an afternoon visit prior to calling in token numbers pertaining to a morning visit. Both a.m. and p.m. schedules are for the same length of time. Shouldn't the agency have the option to correct in visit maintenance within 60 days, as allotted by the state?
A) Yes, program providers can make adjustments within 60 days. If you feel there is a system error, contact DataLogic (info@vestaevv.com) for resolution.

Q) What can an agency do when there are multiple calls with no call out? I'm aware that there is a reason code available. Is the agency required to pay the attendant for a no call out?
A) When there is a no clock in or clock out, the program provider must verify the time worked with the attendant and/or the client and then complete visit maintenance. Refer to the Labor Laws regarding payments to attendants.

Q) Is there any way to correct EVV after 60 days if the EVV note is missing the actual clock in or out time?
A) The program provider would need to contact the payer (MCO or HHSC) to request visit maintenance to be opened 60 days after the original date of the visit. The payer has the final decision whether to approve the request.
Q) Can the MCO approve EVV unlock requests for visits made with MEDsys?
A) Yes. If the payer is an MCO, then the program provider must submit the unlock request to the MCO. Once the request is approved, the program provider can be given access to the MEDsys data in order to make corrections.

Q) It was mentioned that once we submit visit maintenance, we cannot go back to correct it; however, we can add other reason codes. In the past with MEDsys, we were able to correct prior to billing, but with Vesta this cannot be done even if we are within the 60 days.
A) Submit this feedback to electronic_visit_verification@hhsc.state.tx.us so the EVV team can discuss the details.

Q) Will there be a penalty for deleting unused schedules in the past few months?
A) Future schedules are allowed to be deleted. Visits scheduled for today and in the past cannot be deleted. The program provider must use the most appropriate reason code to document why the visit was not worked.

Q) How many times can we ask the payer to unlock the system for corrections?
A) Program providers should pull the Failed to Export Report on a regular basis to monitor errors in visit data within the 60-day visit maintenance window. This will help program providers decrease the need to request visit maintenance be unlocked.

Q) Who is responsible for visit maintenance, the FMSA or the CDS employer?
A) HHSC is currently reviewing the policy on visit maintenance under the CDS option. More information on the policy will be forthcoming in 2019.

Q) Calls for patients who receive multiple services sometimes get auto-verified or attached, but not with the correct visit time. Can we unlink an auto-verified call to link it to the correct hours?
A) Reach out to your EVV vendor for specific system instructions.

Q) If I have a third-party software like Penni, how can I input a respite overnight schedule, so it auto-confirms?
A) Contact your third-party vendor or DataLogic for questions about integration with the EVV vendor systems.

Q) How do you check compliance in visit maintenance for auto link, since a 90 percent compliance is required?
A) Beginning on Sept. 1, 2019, a program provider will be able to access standard reports in the EVV Portal to check compliance. The EVV Compliance Plan Summary Snapshot Report captures the program provider’s compliance score for the preceding quarter and offers an ad-hoc version for monthly monitoring of compliance scores.

Q) What can we do if an attendant keeps forgetting to clock in and clock out and we are continually doing the maintenance each day?
A) This will need to be addressed by the program provider. This is an employer/employee situation the state nor MCOs will not get involved with.

Q) What happens if visit maintenance is done after seven days when an attendant failed to clock in and clock out using a non-preferred reason code?
A) Visit maintenance is allowed within the vendor system up to 60 days from the date of visit. The seven-day limit is for the entry of token numbers taken from an alternative device in the home. The attendant (or provider) has seven days to enter those numbers into the EVV system.